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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 10/60
Item ID: 8560612
EAN: 5701289019954
Size: 93 x 27 x 27 mm
Weight: 48 g

Recommended price

139 SEK

Meet our AM® Mist Screen Cleaner (10,5 ml) – Pink! Encased in a microfiber-wrapped atomizer, this
portable screen cleanser offers a harmless and effective way to keep your gadgets sparkling clean. It's
well-crafted for versatility, suited for phones, laptops, tablets and even your touch-screen car interface.
Plus, a gentle, non-alcoholic solution takes care of your devices as much as it does for the
environment.

Portable design
Safe, alcohol-free and ammonia-free solution
Suitable for cleaning various screens
Anti-bacteria formula
Integrated all-in-one design

Portable Design
Crafted to fit in your purse or back pocket easily, our Mist Screen Cleaner defines convenience.
Whether at work or travelling, maintaining unblemished screens has never been easier.

Safe, Alcohol-free and Ammonia-free Solution
Our Mist Screen Cleaner is brimming with a specially formulated solution without harsh chemicals. It's
water-based, making it friendly to you, your devices, and the environment.

Suitable for Cleaning Various Screens
Whether it's a phone, a tablet, a laptop, or the touch-screen in your car, our Mist Screen Cleaner has it
covered. Its universal compatibility makes it an indispensable device hygiene staple.

Anti-bacteria Formulation
Determined to combat microscopic nasties, our Mist Screen Cleaner employs an 'Anti-Schmutz'
formula. This helps to keep your screens not just clean but also germ-free.

Integrated All-in-One Design
Our Mist Screen Cleaner combines an atomizer and microfiber cloth in one compact package to
enhance convenience. Just spray and wipe – maintaining a clean screen doesn't get any easier than
this!

Package includes
1x 10.5 ml Mist Screen Cleaner 

Product specifications

Volume: 10.5 ml (0.36Oz)
Colour: Pink
Cleaning solution: Water-based, alcohol and ammonia-free
Compatibility: All screen types
Design: Microfiber cloth and spray integrated in one
Refillable: Yes

Reviews

"AM fills the gap in the market for a safe and well-designed product that brings back the 'pristine' in
screen" Designboom

"A collection of "Anti-Schmutz" goods to help you keep your laptop, MP3 player or desktop fresher than
a mint-topped hotel pillow"  HYPERBEAST
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